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Gen Z will only engage with branded
content if it is transparent and valuable
May 24, 2017

Gen Z cons umes more video than any other content

By DANNY PARISI

Contrary to some speculation on young people getting burnt out on constant advertising,
new research shows that Gen Z is happy to engage with branded content so long as it is
entertaining and transparent.

T his data comes from Fullscreen, which recently dug into the media consumption habits
of young consumers to gauge how brands can reach them with engaging content. What
they found was that young consumers will engage with branded content if it touches on
their passions and does not seek to mislead or misrepresent.
"Gen Z, the first generation born into a post-Google and social media world, is not only
the most diverse generation yet, but also the generation with the greatest global
perspective," said Pete Stein, general manager, Fullscreen.
"T heir continued inclination towards social content on their mobile phones -- first seen in

millennials -- is changing the way that content is consumed, shared and even the way it's
created," he said. "Growing up in a completely digital world, they expect to be able to have
direct access to friends, celebrities and brands."
T argeting Gen Z
Among young consumers, there are two prominent groups: millennials and Gen Z.
Fullscreen’s research defined millennials as 18-34 and Gen Z as 13-17.
While millennials are highly comfortable with social media and are susceptible to
targeting on it, Gen Z is the first generation to really grow up in a fully socially connected
world.
T hose consumers are not just comfortable navigating the digital and social worlds, they
are their native habitats.
With that in mind, Gen Z consumes their media much more often on newer platforms
such as short-form video and social media, while millennials still mostly prefer
traditional formats such as television.
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Influencers also play a big role in both groups' media consumption. Both millennials and
Gen Z follow influencers on a variety of platforms at a rate of more than 50 percent.
T his presents a huge opportunity for luxury brands to work with influencers to target
media-consuming young people.
For Gen Z, video is the dominant media form. Gen Z consumes video almost six times as
much as they consume traditional blogs and written content.
Brands that want to target Gen Z need to invest in visually appealing, digestible content to
capture their fleeting attention spans.
T ransparent digital marketing
Understanding the movements of Gen Z will be of the utmost importance to luxury brands
in the near future as the generation is set to be a massive purchasing power.

Born between 1998 and 2016, Gen Z is the largest consumer group in history, totaling 2.5
billion individuals worldwide. As these consumers come of age, marketers will need to
take note of this generation’s values and behaviors that are poised to disrupt some of the
core tenets of luxury (see story).
Getting a strong brand message across digital channels will be key to capturing Gen Z as
they become a more influential bloc of consumers.

Social media plays a huge part in targeting Gen Z
T he “How T o Build Your Brand With Generation Z” report from Forrester found that
consumers ages 18-23 are more likely to trust brand communications on digital channels
and are often influenced by a brand's image. T he oldest members of Gen Z are entering
the workforce and are trying new brands from which they have not previously purchased
(see story).
If luxury brands want to be able to get through to Gen Z, they will have to be able to
communicate comfortably over digital channels as well as give Gen Z the kinds of
transparent, accessible content that they desire.
"In an era of increased media fragmentation, brands are finding that the best way to
market their products is to create entertainment that consumers actively seek out," said
Maude Standish, vice president of programming strategy at Fullscreen. "T his is
particularly true when marketing to Gen Z, who grew up with the internet and are not only
demanding that all brands entertain them, but also that entertainment shifts to behave like
a friend – it's also why influencers are so effective in selling to this generation."
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